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Below we state the beliefs pertaining to Responsible Investing which underlie the integration of 
ESG issues across the full range of funds managed by the Pendal Multi-Asset team and provide a 
framework for the construction and management of Pendal’s Sustainable Multi-Asset funds.      

1. It is our belief that sustainable investing will increasingly be incorporated into 
conventional approaches, delivering superior portfolio outcomes and externalities. 

 The timeframe over which ESG issues are likely to play out is consistent with the entire 
purpose of investing: to save and grow wealth for the future.  Investors are therefore strongly 
aligned with applying their savings to influence the environmental and social conditions of 
the society in which they will draw upon their savings, e.g. in retirement.  We will invest to 
achieve the desired positive externalities without an expected loss of returns or increase in 
risk. 

 Sustainability is a megatrend which will shape the future political, economic and investment 
environments, and therefore returns and risks.  This reflects two effects: i) there will be 
winner and loser companies, sectors and countries as the world evolves to become more 
sustainable; and ii) as more investment dollars flow into sustainably-managed investments, 
and as ESG considerations are increasingly incorporated into conventional investments, we 
expect the valuation of sustainable investments to rise, all other things equal.  We will 
position investor capital to benefit from these effects and to mitigate associated risks. 

2. A sustainable fund supports investors’ desire, as demonstrated by their choice of a 
sustainably-managed investment fund, to address one or more of the following: 

 Their stronger conviction than investors in a conventional fund about the investment 
consequences of ESG issues (e.g. severity of expected carbon regulation). 

 Their moral disapprobation of certain industries or activities e.g. tobacco, fossil fuels, bribery, 
slavery, controversial weapons. 

 Explicit preferences to encourage certain industries or activities, e.g. renewable energy, 
gender equality. 

 Their purposeful pursuit of real outcomes (stewardship) via capital allocation and /or other 
means (e.g. impact investing, voting on shareholder proposals). 

 Consistency with these objectives is valued for its own sake by investors who choose a 
sustainable investment option. 

3. A sustainable fund should consequently be expected to have different portfolio 
holdings, and potentially a different asset allocation, to conventional funds.  The nature 
and extent of the difference depends on:  

 Which of the above objective(s) above are being pursued. 

 The degree of discretion exercised by the fund manager. 

 The features of the conventional fund to which it is being compared.  For example, tobacco 
exclusions would not alter an Australian equities portfolio as no tobacco stocks exist in the 
Australian market. 

 Active tilts should be consistent with overall fund objectives, e.g. no fossil fuel futures, not 
overweight agricultural futures when in contango. 
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4. While some investments will be unavailable to sustainable funds, any theoretical loss 
of diversification due to negative screening is negligible and can be offset via sound 
portfolio construction. 

 The risk budget and capital released by the exclusion of certain investments may be 
allocated to a range of diversifying return-generating investments which specifically address 
the preferences of sustainable fund investors such as Green Bonds and renewable energy.  
These investments carry attractive risk and return characteristics in their own right, but may 
fall outside the remit of a conventional multi-asset fund and/or the expectations of 
conventional fund investors. 

 While it can be argued that ESG risks are reasonably well-known and understood, implying 
that they are “in the price”, we believe this is likely not to be the case.  Structurally, the vast 
majority of active investors have shorter investment time horizons than that over which ESG 
insights typically play out (less than 3 years for a typical active investor vs potentially much 
longer for ESG/sustainability factors). This focus on short-term catalysts and insights leads 
to a potential failure to effectively factor in ESG issues, such as the interrelated financial and 
environmental impacts of climate change and inevitable attempts to limit the extent of global 
warming. As such, this short-termism bias may embed a systematic incorrect estimate of the 
fair value for assets, sectors and markets, creating the potential to generate additional 
returns for a manager with specialist ESG skills by correctly forecasting the financial market 
effects of the transition pathway.  We therefore believe that the skilful integration of ESG 
insights into investment portfolios represents a competitive advantage relative to a 
conventional approach which ignores such increasingly important drivers of longer term 
value, resulting in a structural tailwind for well-constructed sustainable funds. 

5. As stewards of investors’ capital, we can help our investors do good, exert influence 
and achieve outcomes that they may not be able to individually, in a manner consistent 
with our fiduciary duty: 

 Make a positive impact on climate, inequality etc. 

 Invest only in companies and other issuers who do the right thing while withholding capital 
from those who do not.  This theory of change is based on our belief that investors of all 
kinds will increasingly prefer to invest sustainably and that the flow of capital from 
conventionally-run investments into sustainable funds will shift the market prices and 
therefore the cost of capital for companies to the extent that ESG-laggards will be forced to 
change their practices in order to remain competitive. 

 The ability to engage with firms and to influence their actions is enhanced by the way we 
make our investments: 

i. Longer-term investments carry more weight when engaging with company management 
than higher-turnover strategies who may not be on the share register long enough to 
vote at an AGM; 

ii. Short positions in the equity of a company, if consistent with a portfolio mandate, have 
the potential to send a stronger message to the board and management of that 
company than simply divesting a shareholding. 

 Investing sustainably is unambiguously the right thing to do in terms of both the externalities 
generated by the portfolio and the performance experienced by the investor.  ESG and 
Sustainability considerations are therefore important in all portfolios we run and will be given 
a larger weighting in investment decision making within Pendal’s Sustainable funds ensuring 
alignment between the activities and outcomes of the funds and the values expressed by 
investors through their investment choice.  
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For more information contact your  
key account manager or visit pendalgroup.com 

 

This article has been prepared by Pendal Fund Services Limited (PFSL) ABN 13 161 249 332, AFSL No 431426 and the information contained 
within is current as at September 22, 2020. It is not to be published, or otherwise made available to any person other than the party to whom it 
is provided. This article is for general information purposes only, should not be considered as a comprehensive statement on any matter and 
should not be relied upon as such. It has been prepared without taking into account any recipient’s personal objectives, financial situation or 
needs. Because of this, recipients should, before acting on this information, consider its appropriateness having regard to their individual 
objectives, financial situation and needs. This information is not to be regarded as a securities recommendation. The information in this article 
may contain material provided by third parties, is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed to be accurate as at its issue 
date. While such material is published with necessary permission, and while all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information 
in this article is complete and correct, to the maximum extent permitted by law neither PFSL nor any company in the Pendal group accepts any 
responsibility or liability for the accuracy or completeness of this information. Performance figures are calculated in accordance with the 
Financial Services Council (FSC) standards. Performance data (post-fee) assumes reinvestment of distributions and is calculated using exit 
prices, net of management costs. Performance data (pre-fee) is calculated by adding back management costs to the post-fee performance. 

 Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any projections contained in this article are predictive and should not be 
relied upon when making an investment decision or recommendation. While we have used every effort to ensure that the assumptions on which 
the projections are based are reasonable, the projections may be based on incorrect assumptions or may not take into account known or 
unknown risks and uncertainties. The actual results may differ materially from these projections. 


